CHAPTER-4
MEASURES OF JUSTICE AND MEASURES OF BALANCE IN
SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE
A natural reason for governance is to seek problems in livings and provide an amicable
solution to the problems in livings. The governance as such is the root of solutions to the problems in
livings. A natural tendency of governance procedures is to override the prospects by achievements
and engage in an underrated behavior for ruling the people. Two views are naturally forecasted after
witnessing the underrated rule first is either to provide governance through measures of balance or the
other is to provide the governance through measures of justice. The measures of balance is a harsh
rule of law overriding the general spirit of the people and largely this rule of law is provided by
persons of rogue behaviors who thus far are not adhered to the rule of law by the measures of justice.
The rogue attitude seen together with lack of semblance of thought process tries to provide fictitious
statehood jeopardizing much sought after achievements in the country's development.
In all of the country's many a milestones have been achieved by way of hard work in the
system of governance. The system of governance has adapted itself to the problems of the people and
has achieved a certain degree of semblance of thought process to rule the people at large. The
milestones in the system of governance are mainly categorized with behaviors of the people as such
establishing itself into such a shape so as to be able to use the potential of the people and satisfy the
much sought after problems in livings. The milestones in the system of governance bring about
general complacency in the people of the country truly adapted to the mental statehood of the people.
The milestones in the system of governance are achievements which the people of the country can
provide and these achievements are truly adapted to the needs of the people. The system of
governance thus far established should be first analyzed and perspectives of rule of law may be
associated with the past history of governance. The milestones in country's development are
categorized not only in the system of governance but in all fields such as engineering, medicine,
agriculture etc. These milestones in every field are truly adapted to the potential of the people and
keep the natural history of the country in mind.
The system of governance thus far has established norms and procedures in every field of
work keeping in view the potential of the people and truly adapted to the needs of the people. A
destabilizing perspective is based with the past history by the people who propagate the measures of
balance as much sought after solution to the problems among the people. The rule of law by the
measures of balance tries to override the established norms and procedures by way of finding flaws in

the current system of governance and providing a highly improved version of the system of
governance. The measure of balances in the system of governance tries to incorporate the spirit of the
people and not the potential of the people. The measures of balance are perspective based with the
people who were never been of achievements in life and were not based with devoted stream of life of
hard work with labor. These people are totally unaware of way to achievements as such try to overrule
the general spirit of the people, by rogue perspectives out of the view that they have been deprived of
prospects in life. As such measures of balance are to provide prospects to deprived people by way of
show of achieving equity in society. The deprived people who were not clause with prospects if
provided prospects lead the way for the degenerated system of governance. The way to achievements
by way of hard work be let become part of the people and then only they be shown prospects to life.
The decadent system of governance jeopardizes the social behaviors and leads to increased amount of
miseries to the people. The deprived people who have not seen the way to achievements again show
roguery in attitudes to maintain prospects to their life.
The measures of justice in the system of governance provide sustainable prospects by
achievements. The people of the country must be first shown the way to achievements and they
should understand the meaning of hard work and labor in life such that when they are given prospects
in life they are able to sustain those prospects. The measures of justice are persons who are entrusted
with qualities can only be among prospects. The measures of justice if adopted in the system of
governance has the natural tendency to bring among prospects new people and this adoption teaches
them meaning of justice based life whereas with the measures of balance prospects are achieved by
way of treachery and new people coming under prospects are also of treacherous modes in life. The
measure of balances has the tendency to dismantle the system of governance by way of justice. The
general tendency to rule by way of measures of balances has the effect of propagating rogue behaviors
in the society. The roguery in the society can only be prevented by highly motivational effort as of
catering to the needs of the people. The measures of balance try to shadow the true picture of society
and try to rule the people by way of spirit of the people not by the potential of the people. When
roguery in the society has increases to manifold then highly motivated intelligent persons are required
for saving and maintaining the face of society. Thus persons propagating measures of balance try to
rule the society by way of showy grounds and by way of picturing images to the society. But
somehow there would be flaws in the projections and lot of hindrances would become their part which
demands highly intelligent person to maintain the measures of balance. The measures of balance as
such are wrong precepts for ruling the people as all people cannot be shown prospects and the whole
measures of balance default when resources run out of hand while roguery in people is part of their
rule.

The rule of law by measures of justice provides devotional prospects by truthful living.
Leading by values and hard work the prospects give a sense of relief to persons whereas in the
measures of balance persons are always on tenterhook of being deprived of prospects. The measures
of balance increase the miseries of people to manifold as such they are never able to understand the
prospects of life in true picture. The rule of law follows ups the past history of achievements if
followed by the measures of justice. The tendency to rule by the measures of balance leads to
misappropriations in the system of governance whereby the balance of imparting justice is
jeopardized. The rule of law by way of picturing images to the society does not percolate its effect
into practice of traditions but evolves out new folds which are yet to be in clause as just norms and
procedures forecasted for the new age. The rule of law by the measures of justice has its effect into
work culture whereby whole effects are legalized whereas the rule of law by the measures of balance
remains in the state of mind and does never come into practice. If it comes into practice it has
deteriorating effect on the society as it is not keeping its pace with past traditions established in the
society.
The rule of law by the measures of justice provides amicable solution to the problems in
livings whereas the rule of law by the measures of balance leads to disarray in society whereby there
are achievements at some places and masses suffer. The rule of law by the measures of balance does
not forecast the true picture of the society as such there are difficulties in finding solutions to the
problems of the masses. The rule of law by the measures of balance is a rogue perspective whereas the
rule of law by the measures of justice is an intricately designed system of governance.

